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18 CHAPTER ONE 

2008). The studies conducted by Har时l and Ma (1999), Lee (2001), and 
Trueba and Zou (1994) stand out in that they focus r川only on mino川
resistance to education, but also discuss how the educational success ot 

a·n minority groups can be understood by analysing what motivates 

them to vigorously pursue educational achievement even in the face of 
咆nificant obsta伽. This h巾阳e studies to overcome a tendency 丁o
restrict understandings of local agency to acts of passive resistance, e.g. 
the form of non-participation. Here, Ogbu’

s voluntary/involuntary minor
ity distinction quickly breaks down, as so-called 'involuntary’ minorities 

such as the Yi1s (Harrell & Ma, ibid.) or the Miao (Trueba & Zou, ibid.) a : 
shown to be strongly motivated to succeed in education. My research 

milarly demonstrates that selective accommodation strategies are not 
limited to voluntary minorities who see their host nation as a land of 
opportunity. Moreover, in the Qinghai Tibetan case, recent developments 

ity education mean that motivation for educational success is 

r创
· wed as a way to 'succ巳ed ethnically': to gain acceptance ana

personal fulfilment through being pa此 of contributing to the ‘survival’ of 
one’s p巴ople. Different understandings of educational. economic and 'eth
nic success’ can therefore be p旧sued through both Chinese and minority 
education systems. 

The very ability to pursue 'ethnic success
’ through education is a direct 

ult of Tibetan’s local agency, o位en achieved not because of but rather 
despite structural impediments (which are not necessarily overtly oppres
sive). It is my aim to demonstrate that agency does not just occur through 
oas;ive resistance or non-participation, but in the forms of a pro-a小巴
占xoansion of Tibetan education, as well as strategic selective accommod干
ti;n through p吨matic engagement with mainstream language and 
societv via a Chinese-medium education. At the same time, Tibet 
agenc� also operates in discursive forms, by d比Cl 町ly m川pulating
nd undermining一yet also simultaneously reinforcing-state也h刊’

山ority-imposednotions and concepts such as
‘culture

’
，＇development’

or 

‘ odernitv飞The Tibetan community is therefore not merely a helpl 
tim of despotic forces, eve川1 ough its graduates fro川oth education 

y tems are increasingly embroiled in anxieties and identity struggles as 
they are faced with the shameful prospect of not finding 'ad叩M

employment in an ever more competitive environment. 

国 More specifically, the Mgebbu clan 创nongtheYi.
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'Tibet’
－'Tibetan’

－ 'Tibetanness' 

As others have rightly pointed out, the 'Tibetan community’一an imag
ined pan-ethnic construct that can span from the margins of Nepal to 

the very northeastern corners of the zones of ‘Tibetanness
’ claimed by 

the exile community-represents a stark simpli自cation of the complex 
ethnic, linguistic, religious and occupational diversity found within those 
who refer to themselves as 'Tibetan' (Huber, 1999; Shneiderman, 2006). 
Huber notes that terms such as 'Tibetan' or 'Tibetans

’ （ and by extension 
'Tibetan ness

’ ） are inherently problematic because
“they evoke the exist

ence of stable or unitary social and geopolitical entities that readily 
gloss over an enormous actual complexity and fluidity both past and pre
sent” （ibid., p. viii). The construction of essentialised notions of 'Tibet’ or 
'Tibetanness' can possibly b巳 traced back several centuries when what 
Dreyfus (1994) refers to as Tibetan proto-nationalism arose between the 
twelth and the fourteenth centuries through a type of Buddhist literature 
called the 'Treasures’ （T. gter ma). The Treasures reified an imagined glor卜
ous past based on the seventh century Tibetan empire under the rule of 
Songtsen Gampo, who is constructed as a Buddhist king and identified 
with Avalokitesvara, the bodhisattva embodying the ‘compassion of all 
Buddhas

’ and the patron deity of Tibet, as incarnated in the Dalai Lamas 
(cf. Kapstein, 2002, pp. 147-8). 

Just how to define the 'Tibetan’ people has been subject to much debate. 
Shakya has pointed out that in the absence of an indigenous expression 
for 'Tibetan： “ ［t]he term Tibetan, as used by Western academics, may be 
employed to denote populations which have common history and tradi
tion, and share the worldviews and myths about their origins." (1993, p. g). 
He argues that despite all linguistic and other differences, 'Tibetans’ are 
united by a "strong family resemble in language, lifestyle and culture”

， the 
most salient shared identifying characteristics being Buddhism and 
tsampa, (Wylie: rtsam pa)-a 'traditional’ Tibetan dish made of barley 
flour, Tibetan tea and yak butter. Tsampαis so strongly associated with 
'Tibetanness’ that Tibetans have often referred to themselves as 'tsci.mpα 
eaters', even though ( or perhaps precisely because) it is mostly consumed 
by nomads (cf.Anand, 2006, p. 298).19 Huber has suggested a definition of 
Tibetan’ as referring to the “general area throughout which are found pop
ulations sharing a manifestly high degree of linguistic similarity, cultural 

19 Tsampa is widespread among Tibetan farmers in the TAR. 
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and social口atterns, and historical experience” （1999, p. viii), using the 
expression '. Tibetan cultural sphere” （ibid., p. 30) to gauge this complex 
amalgam 

One of the intuitively most obvious and widely shared common 
denominators of 'being Tibetan' would appear to be religion Lopez 
(1998) has desc巾ed how Western Tibetology, motivated by the quest to 
find 'pure' Buddhism in Tibet，“initiated a pattern of research that over 
emphasised religion to the exclusion of other aspects of Tibetan sociality”－ 
Th; popular conception of the essence of 'Tibetanness' as defined by 
Buddhism is not only complicated by adherents of Bon, who view them
selves as 'Tibetan' but not 'Buddhist’，but also by ethnic Tibetans who 
believe in Islam ( the 'Kache’） or Christianity, pointing to the need t。
“question the easy equation between Buddhism and religion, and there
f�re Buddhism and T阳an ider山旷（Shneiderman, 2时，pp. 8-9). The 
present-day (pan-)'Tibetan community' is probably best described as an 
imagined construct ba时on the印刷l memory of a glorified and essen
tiali;ed past, and of an imagined spir阳al c山ural linguistic community 
centred around essentialised understandings of 'authentic Tibetans’ as 
morally-upright and religiously devout tsampa eaters The increasing 
fluidity and amalgamation especially at the nexus of interaction between 
Tibetans, Han Chinese and other ethnic groups and the growth of trans 

. portation and communication infrastructure, renders the maintenance 
of such essentialist constructs and the production of lists of authenticity 
口阳ia of authentic句thatunde叩in them as more and more p时lematic.

In what we can refer to as the current Chinese 'Tibetan' context, cul 
tural and political dimensions have become increasingly inseparable. 
In exile circles, 'Tibetan' regions are often described as 'cultural’ or'ethnic’ 

T加t, and included in related maps of 'historic Tibet ’， thus imputing that 
thev had been under the direct poli al contr of the Dalai Lamas until 
the' Chinese take over. However, as, for example, Goldstein (1994) pointed 
out, these regions were de facto independent from Lhasa, and even though 
the m句or Amdo monasteries maintained close connections with and rec
ognised the authority of the Dalai Lamas, they operated as autonomous 
e�tities. They the时�re formed a hete吨eneous ent际a "galactic pol
H咀o (Tamb卢h, 1977) within the context of a partial, loose overlordship of 
the Qi�g emperors ( cf. Ekvall, 1939). As Shakya has pointed out, until a仕e:,
the Chinese takeover “Tibetans had very little sense of being one group' 
(1993, p. 9）一and certainly much less of being a distinct national entity. 

四 Samuel (1993）叩pliedTambial白 notion to the Tibetan context. 
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The categ。可of'Tib时’ as ethnocultural versus political-administrative 
entities is therefore a politicised construct that plays a central role m 
Tibetan claims to greater autonomy and coherent cross regional policies 
for all Tibetans in China. At the same time, 'being Tibetan' ( or 'Tibetanness' 
as I prefer to call it) is asserted as a distinct ethnic identity that is seen as 
being threatened through dilution by 'otherness', and whose purity 
and authenticity must be maintained. The complex, contested and 
essentialised nature of'Tibet', 'Tibetan' or 'Tibetanness' ( and consequently 
also 'Tibetan culture’） is highlighted throughout this book by placing 
them in single inverted commas. It should also be noted that the term 
'Tibetanness', which is commonly used in publications on the respective 
people, has no corresponding Tibetan equivalent. Here, I loosely employ 
it to refer to the di旺erent material and immaterial aspects of existence 
that various individuals and groups consider to be at the core of what it 
means to be 'Tibetan'. In addition to Huber’s definition of 'Tibetan’， 
I would especially highlight the dimension of identity in my use of 
'Tibetanness', an identity that can even be felt and claimed by those who 
no longer share common linguistic, cultural or social patterns ( or never 
did so in the first place), and who may hold a significantly different inter斗

pretation of'Tibetan history’ 

In the China context, notions of 'Tibetan’ or 'Tibetans' are additionally 
complicated by the Chinese minority (T. mi rigs I Ch. minzu) framework 
which, as Harrell has pointed o时，adds complexity rather than simplifying 
ethnic landscapes as it is being “superimposed on a complex local reality” 

(2001, p 3唱）. In recent years, the very notion of minzu has been subjected 
to much debate within Chinese academia. Ma Rong (2008) raised atten
tion by challenging its long-standing o姐cial English translat10n of'nation
ality’，arguing that its introduction into the Chinese language in the early 
twentieth centu可via Japanese translations of Western documents did 
not clearly differentiate between minzu as a political-territorial entity, 
versus minzu as defining an ethnic group by its cultural characteristics. In 
the wake of the introduction of the political minority仕amework, which in 
turn was influenced by the Soviet model of minority autonomous regions, 
the official Chinese understanding of mi加u as 'nationali町’ reinforced
positive portrayals of minority self二governance ( minzu z曰“） in the con 
text of the Han-led Chinese nation. 

Now, however, Ma Rong (along with other Chinese academics) advo 
cates a 'de-politicisation' of the minzu concept by translating it as 'ethmc 
group' instead of 'nationali旷In that way, minzu is differentiated 
from guozu (nation), and rather more akin to zuqun, which in Chinese 
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anthropological usage has long been employed to denote 'ethnicity’ or 
'ethnic group' in a cultural (and not a political) sense ( cf. Bula邑2003).21
Ma Rong's argument is that minzu as ethnicity is much closer to the 'tradi 
tional' Chinese concept of'ethnic groups' as cultural entities In the wake 
of this debate, the State Nationality Affairs Commission, the official body 
respons出le for the implementation of minority policies, even renamed 
itself the State Ethnic Affairs Commission (SEAC)皿1995 (Bulag, ibid., 
p. 761). However, official usage continues to blend cultural and political
aspects of minzu, and it seems apparent that a 'de politicised’ understand
ing of minzu is not readily suited to the government's ongoing political
emphasis on the minorities 'right' to (limited) regional autonomy. In this 
book, minzu will on purpose be used in its untranslated form in orrler to 
reflect the ambiguities of i归 present context 

τhe perhaps most signi且cant aspect of Chinese rule and the minzu
framework through which this rule is being exercised is how it has galva 
nised Tibetan ethno nationalist sensibilities. Shakya （明3) asserts that 
even now terms such as加dpα’ （＇Tibetan[s］ ’） “can be used only r臼tric
tively” since “the person using the term Bodpa never identi且es himself as 
part of the group” 。 9). Traditionally, bod pa←which means 'farmer’ 

was used by the predominantly nomadic Tibetans from the Amdo and 
Kham regions to refer to central Tibetans, many of whom engaged in 
farming ( c£ Stein, 1972, pp. 27, 109). Consequently, Shakya suggests that 
this distinction still means that this term cannot denote the 'Tibetan peo
ple’ as a whole, and that there is therefore still no equivalent mdigenous 
construct to the English term 'Tibetan'. 

However, this perception is contradicted by my fieldwork experiences. 
One day I was chatting with my friend Rinchen from a Kham nomad 
region in Yulshul (Ch. Yushu) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP) 
about the differences between Tibetan students from nomad and from 
farming regions, and between those who are Kham and those who are 
Amdo Rinchen concluded the discussion with a statement that rang 
ve可familiar in my ears from other conversations with Tibetan students 
“We are all Tibetans ” During my visits to Tibetan regions and chats with 
Tibetan taxi drivers and local teachers, the common statement was that 
apart from some linguistic di他rences between nomads and farmers and 
among certain groups of nomads and farmers from di旺erent regions, as 
well as differences in customs, Tibetans are “essentially the same” 

" Bulag points outthatthe discussion over de自ning minzu more along the lines ofguozu
or rather akin to zuqun already took place in the r92os within China's Nationalist P盯叩
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In the campus context, the very prevalent, almost anxious presentationof 'Tibetanness ’ as unified 'pan-Tibetanness ’ ve叩much appeared to bepart of the Tibetan students' attempt to portray themselves as a distinctand internally coherent ethnic group vis a-vis other ethnic groups ( and叫e口吻vis-a-vis the Han) at a time when the 's飞1rvias a distinct category is perceived to be in acute danger Kalden, a ChineseTibetan translation m句or from a farming region in Yarze ( Ch. Xunhua)TAC, and n 阳e叫

QUN campus environment facilitates the cr它ation of a pan-Tibetan iden tity because Tibetans a陀 in the minority (both on campus and in Xinin.gin general）.τhis 
other ethnic groups we are all Tibetans ［τ. bod rigs]." This sentiment is
:lso re��cted in the 凹press阳 m 'ggc 
one ethnic group” （Prins, 2002, p. 35). Dreyfus (1994) su吨ggested that Arr oor Kham Til》etans will not consider themselves to be bod pαin order todistinguish them from central Tibetans because of the "difficult relationsbetween Eastern Tibet and the selιproclaimed centre of the Tibetanwo rid, Lhasa” （pp. 210叫At the same time, however, he poir而d out thatthey do view themselves as being part of the bod pa category in contrast toother ethnic groups But at present, it appears evident that the meaniMand use of bod pa is overwl町lmir pan-Tit》时an.This als oinci an understanding of Lhasa being the undisputed 'cultural capital’of the'Tibetan’ world, and the fact that many of the (predominantly Amdο )Til】e

dialect (D Tsang) should replace Amdo and芷ham dialects as the“Commor ITibetan Lang口age” （T. bod吃yi spyi skad I Ch. zangzu putonghuα）.22 The dual meanings of bod pa as cent时Tibetans versus all Tibetans iscompletely circumvented by the more recently created term bod r(qs 
;:"hich is based on the Chinese m阳u (T. Y刷刷C甲， Bod 叩is 叫四：fore connected to of自cial minority notions such as minzu tuanjie which
��e

_k to define ethnic b由
harmonious multi-ethnic “family" (d，αjiating). This link, however, seemedto ma阳little to my student informan也who employed bod rigs moreoften than bod pα，always using it as a marker of ethnic difference.23

皿 Compare Pnns’2c 02, p 44 Pnns also write嗡that at a ,992 conference on a Commor ' 
Ii�：：�g 『t;r��：g:, ：�：gb"a:i:,· �t；；；：；；；：斗：：J：】工巳�J,��t�lf ;e�：i� 臼mmunity (ibid., pp. 34_5). " The term rψs (as in bod ,igs / Tibetans or 'f/Yα rigs I Chin臼e) tends to be value neutral and 'politically correct', while the more traditional terms pα1 or mi (as in bod rigs/
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Similarly, students regularly used the government-sponsored concept of the 
'unity of all ethnic groups’ （Ch. minzu tuanjie) to refer to the unity within 
their own ethnic group rather than in the official sense of unity between all 
groups, an ironic twist in usage that has also been found within the Hui 
community to express a new pan Hui ethnic identity (Gladney, 1991, 

pp ， 向， 312 13) 24 In the context o f Chinese rule, 'Tibetanness’ has ti阳e
fore come to be both politicised and 'ethnicised’，with state propagated 
terms and concepts being appropriated and manipulated in the process. 
Here, rather than merely facilitating assimilation and integration, the 。而－
口al mmzu framework plays a key role in the Tibetan communi旷s effo民s 
to shield the category of 'Tibetanness' from assimilatory, hybridising 
pressu肥s.

Tibetans or 咱严 mi /Chin回e) tend to have 'ethnically charged' connotations. For exam 
pie, the use of yα tends to ca盯a somewhat der吨at。可meaning (from personal um

versations with
町二

Dr 
mi
Hildegard Diemberger, Department of Social Anthropology, University

 

ofCamb国ge).
" The Hui are a Muslim minority group in China. 
" A brother of one of my inforn】ants had to leave middle school and returned to a 

nomadic lifestyle. But he did uot ccnsider himself to be 'educated' even though he could 
read and writ已
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Within this 'educated Tibetan community', we can broadly distinguish 
between several different ideological camps or subgroups. During her 
自eldwork among Tibetan monks, students and educators in the Amdo 
region, Hartley’s (2002) informa附 ident凶ed three positions with 
regard to the role of 'tradition' in the context of modernisation.且阳tlv’
what she translates as tradit i

旧nalists or conse凹at阳modern
rgyun rig gnαs 'dzin dgos丁’who strongly advocate the preservation of 
what is essentialised as 'traditional culture', combined with a cautious, 
selective adoption of knowledge and practices from other 'cultures'; 
secondly, selectivists or moderate modernists (T 'sro｛ 啃�un rψ gnαs 
la 'dor /en 向yed dgos'), who equally emphas配preservation and change 
and see a need to abandon certain 'traditional' views; and thirdly, radical 
I丁10dern
need to abandon much of what is 'traditional' and wholeheartedly 
embrace sweeping changes, often based on state sponsored Marxist 
worldviews that, for example, seek to replace religion with science or 
perceive 'tradition' as a hindrance to 'progress' Similarly, Shakya (2000) 

contrasts “traditionalists” and “modernists”
p the latter viewing 刷。ld habits'

as impediments to change” while the former consider 'tradition' to be 
the "most significant marker of Tibetan separateness from the colonizer" 
(pp. 36 7 ). 26 

These English terms for labelling di町erent camps are often renditions 
as they do not have directly corresponding Tibetan terms for such idea 
logical groups. For example, Hartley's informants used phrases that 
describe ideological camps, such as 'srol rgyun rig gnαs 'dzin dgo矿，which
literally means 'traditional culture must be preserved’

27 Hartley then ren
dered these phrases into English nouns An exception here is the term 
'conservatism' which does have a Tibetan equivalent bαg 'khums ring 
lu啊， from bαg ’＇khums meaning 'shy, timid, conse凹ative'

But among my informants, the Tibetan expressions for tradition 
(sro{ �qyun), modernity (deng rahs, literally 'modern tim凹

’ or the 'contem 
porary age’ ）， orconservative[-ness] (myi咐zhen,1旧rally'loyalty [zhen] to
the old [ myin,q ]'), were simply turned into nouns through the nominalis 
ing particle pαConsequently, traditionalists are said to be sro{ rgyun pα， 

26 Chapter 7 contains a critical discussion of the notions of'tradition' versus modernitv 
as binary constructs, as well as an etym巾盯 of 时ated Tibetan terms，阳lu【Ii,
【level【》I》ment a】，d 'backwardne臼

！

" Since rmg lugs ,s used to turn a word mto an ,sm, Tibetan terms for each re,oect1ve
concept mule! theoretically be formed that way. 

· 




